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Horizontal Infrastructure Rebuild Programme Update
Councils horizontal infrastructure rebuild covers our roads, bridges, water and sewer networks. The target
date for the completion of the rebuild is June 2020.
Thank you for your patience over the last 18 months while we’ve been busy securing funding, building a
team and with investigation, options development and design.By the end of August 2018 the total
spend was approximately $12 million - 30% of the estimated total spend.
A large portion of the rebuild is now moving from the design phase to the construction phase.
Over the next few months construction is expected to start on some of our bridges, the fords
reservoir and the aeration lagoon.

Rebuild Costs and Funding
The rebuild is expected to
cost a total of $39.5 million
(total spend as at Aug 2018,
aprox. $12 million).

REBUILD COST
Cost to date

Thanks to our insurance
and funding from NZTA and
the Crown, Council’s total
capital share of the rebuild
is expected to be around
$2.3million.

Total cost

$12,000,000

3 WATERS FUNDING
Crown

Council (inc. insurance)

40%
60%

$39,500,000,

Council’s contribution to the
rebuild costs is loan funded. The loans are long
term, allowing Council to spread the cost of the
rebuild to ratepayers over 30 years.

ROAD & BRIDGE FUNDING
NZTA

Council

5%

level than pre-quake).
Council are covering the
remaining 40% (including
the money from insurance
settlements). Council
was also successful in an
application to the Crown to
cover any short fall of the
40% from insurance.
NZTA are funding 95% of
all eligible costs for our
road and bridge rebuild
and Council will cover the
remaining 5%

The Crown are covering 60% of the 3 Waters
rebuild as well as providing $2.4million of funding
towards betterment (rebuilding to a more resilient
95%

2018 Targets
By the end of 2018 we hope to have:
• 100% asset assessment* complete
• 100% asset investigation* complete
• 70% of design complete*
•	20% of the overall delivery complete
By mid-2019 we hope to have 40% construction*
complete and be moving onto handover*

GNS Fault Map
GNS have a great
interactive website
where you can view
all NZ’s mapped
fault lines including
fault names and
details https://data.
gns.cri.nz/af/
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Key Projects progress

Rebuild dictionary

Your Insurance

*Asset assessment: checking for earthquake damage,
quality, strength and life-expectancy
*Asset investigation: experts determine the extent of the
damage and provide reports and recommendations
*Options assessment: all possible solutions are looked into, Council
updates and works with affected residents, ratepayers, stakeholders
and partners
*Design: options are narrowed down to a preferred choice and
detailed designs and plans are made
*Construction: the exciting part – when things happen and physical
works get underway
*Handover: the repaired/rebuilt asset is handed back to Councils Asset
Management team and becomes part of routine asset maintenance.

No matter what stage you
are at in your repair/rebuild
process, it is important that
you keep in regular contact
with your personal insurer.
While your home is
repaired, the Temporary
Accommodation Service
can help you find a place to
live. Find out more at www.
temporaryaccommodation.
mbie.govt.nz or free phone
0508 754 163

Vacancies
Rebuild Navigator: Assist home/business owners
to navigate their way through Council processes,
insurance hold ups and the building process. Identify
what needs to be done, activate any available
resources to get it done, identify obstacles and
support the home/business owners to clear these.
Community Development Officer: Work with
community groups and statutory agencies to
address the social needs and well-being of Kaikōura
residents.

Ōhau Point safe stopping area close to opening
Progress is being made on the first safe stopping area
at Ōhau Point to be opened late October.
This recent photo gives a bird’s eye view of the shared path
and the safe stopping area being built. An 8.3 metre wide
viewing platform will overlook Ōhau Point and
Ōhau’s famous fur seals.
North Canterbury Transport
Infrastructure Recovery

Find out more about these roles and other exciting
opportunities via our website: https://www.
kaikoura.govt.nz/our-council/job-vacancies/

